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Even monsters need to brush their teeth to keep them healthy and strong. Elmo, Zoe, and their

friends from Sesame Street show kids how easy it is to care for their teeth in Ready, Set,

Brush!Even monsters need to brush their teeth to keep them healthy and strong. Elmo, Zoe, and

their friends from Sesame Street show kids how easy it is to care for their teeth in Ready, Set,

Brush! Flaps to open, wheels to turn, and fun pop-ups help illustrate elements of oral hygiene:

applying toothpaste, brushing, rinsing, and regular visits to the dentist. Learning to brush has never

been so much fun!
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If you are trying to ease your child into brushing his or her teeth, this is a fun book to get them

started. Granted, it is a pop up book and easily ripped or torn; however, it is a good time to teach

your child to be gentle with books. This book is beautifully engineered to keep your child attentive to

the book until the very end. Please know that this is a book that requires parent/guardian interaction

to teach the brushing concept and to prevent the book from being destroyed. (Children are naturally

curious about how things work and move and if left to explore the book on their own, it will most

likely be destroyed.)As an early interventionist/developmental therapist, I highly recommend this

book!



Getting my 2 year old to brush her teeth was a hug struggle. I bought this book out of desperation.

And boy, did it work!!! She loves it. Every pop up page talks about a different stage of brushing (i.e.,

how to and how much tooth paste to put on a brush, actual brushing of teeth, cleaning tongue,

rinsing the mouth, and final page shows the dentist's office) with a different Sesame St character.

The brush included is a bit flimsy, but remember this is a $5 book. You can't expect them to include

a plastic brush or something. Also, the flimsy brush still still does it's job. My daughter loves to brush

the pop-up character's teeth with that it. It's a great book!

This is the cutest book ever! The pop ups are awesome and interactive. I love how it mentions

brushing the tongue too! My 20 month old loves it and she brushed her teeth right after I gave it to

her. She also lets me brush her teeth while reading it! Worth the ten bucks!

This is a cute interactive book. Kids love to "help" the characters brush their teeth. It's simple and

easy for young kids to understand.

Adorable, but.. make the toothbrushes sturdier! If they were harder cardboard, they wouldn't bend or

rip so easily. It's a hands-on book and really cute, so that's my only gripe.

I got this to encourage my toddler to brush his teeth. He hates it! The book is really cute. Only a few

pages long but each page has some activity to do (brush a monster's teeth, move cookie monster's

arm up and down to gargle, etc.). It didn't magically make my son want to brush his teeth like Elmo,

but I can't blame that on the book. Overall, we like it.

I got this book to encourage my daughter to associate fun with brushing her teeth since it is still a

struggle to get her to willingly want to brush them right now. She liked the book but on the first read

she tore one of the pop up parts(the one where you use the pop up tab to assist Zoe with brushing

her tongue). She went over the book a couple of times on the day we received it and then lost

interest. Maybe this is better for introducing your children to the concept of brushing rather than

having them be more than a year into the process and introduce what may seem baby-ish to them

at that point.

This is really cute. It is surprisingly educational on the tooth brushing process since it instructs the



child on brushing their tongue, not using too much tooth paste and making sure to spit it all out. The

pages also allow the child to interact with the book but pulling cardboard tabs to have Elmo brush

his teeth and such.
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